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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, we contribute to risk management theory by investigating the internal dynamics of IT ri sks

in contemporary orga nizations. We explore how dig itization of previously physical organizat ional con-

texts trigger risk by conceptualizing risk management from a perform ative perspective and the

assumption that risks are sociomaterial by nature. Through an exploratory case study of the risk man-

agement practices at a paper and pulp factory, we analyze the different epistemic strategies employed by

the practitioners as proactive, reactive and adaptive. We discuss how and why these strategies emerge as

a result of the sociomaterial con gurations.fi

© 2017 Publishe d by Elsevier Ltd.

”
… as we know, there are known knowns; there are things we

know we know. We also know there are known unknowns; that is

to say we know there are some things we do not know. But there

are also unknown unknowns the ones we don't know we don'te

know. And if one looks throughout the history of our country and

other free countries, it is the latter category that tend to be the

dif cult onesfi ”

Donald Rumsfeld, US Secretary of Defence at a press

brie ng 20 02fi [42]

1. Introduction

Digital technologies in contemporary organizations challenge

established organizational practices in all aspects of organizational

life. Information technology is also a source of new kinds of risk in

organizations, and where traditional management measures fail to

mitigate or control the risk s, the opposite tends to occur .[45]
Concepts such as technological society , infor society , risk so-“ ” “ ” “

ciety , postindustrial society and knowledge society suggest a” “ ” “ ”

common understanding that contemporary western societies are

ruled by knowledge and expertise ( : 27). Risk is a key concern[20]

for today's society, no matter what label we chose, and they are

increasingly pervasive as all facets of society become increasingly

armed with expansive digital capabilities.

Despite the growing research on IT risk management, it remains

unclear under what conditions IT risk s emerge and why they

emerge. In particular, we know little about the effects of digitizing

previously physical contexts. In such highly digitized and socio-

material contexts risk managers need to pay attention to multiple

domains such as devices, networks, contents, and services thus

increasing the complexity and diversity of their task (cf .[44])

Moreover, as Yoo et al. note, the inherent properties of digital[4 4]

technology challenge traditional organizing logics that underlie

manufacturing of physical products which all assume hierarchically

organized modular product structures. In other words, IT risk

management as we know it is challenged due to the increased

digitization of production processes.

Today's risk management methods are are rife with risk

checklists, and techniques and tools to manage them. Frameworks

and checklists to identify risks related to IT issues are plentiful as
are suggestions on how to mitigate them. A survey of extant liter-

ature on IT risk shows how it allows for a proactive approach to, for

example, IT development projects. These approaches have had

considerable, and positive, effect on typical risks related to IT issues.

However, despite our best efforts, risks seem to emerge outside the

scope of our carefully constructed and comprehensive checklists.* Corresponding author.
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Although given as a response on the lack of evidence of weapons

of mass destruction in Iraq, in his statement the then U.S. Secretary

of Defence Donald Rumsfeld articulated a key aspect of the rela-

tionship between knowledge and reality. If we cannot imagine a

potential outcome, we cannot take actions aimed at in uencing it.fl

As such, Rumsfeld's statement highlights a core aspect of risk and

risk management our ability to imagine what might possiblye

happen. We can easily understand risk checklists as populating the

known-known quadrant of a Rumsfeldian matrix, but as he notes,

the unknown-unknown quadrant tends to yield more dif cultfi

problems.

In this paper we propose to explore why new and dif cult risksfi

continue to emerge, and how research on risk can be extended

beyond its current status to better explain and manage emergent

risks. Drawing on the growing literature on the role of practice in

understanding organizational change, we propose that extant

literature on risk within IS could be conceptualized as mainly

focusing on ostensive aspects of risk management i.e. the ideal ore

schematic form and largely ignoring the performative aspects ofe

it [14].

To investigate performative aspects of risk management, we

have conducted an exploratory study at P P, a paper and pulp&

factory. By combining observations with qualitative interviews and

a workshop we aimed at uncovering relevant aspects of the risk

management in the day-to-day operations of the paper and pulp

factory. The risk management strategies, patterns of practices
drawn on by practitioners to act, employed in the factory are

characterized as reactive, proactive and adaptive to denote the

different con gurations of risk identi cation and risk resolutionfi fi

employed by the practitioners.

2. IT risk management

Looking at the extant IS research on risk it is clear that there is a

rich discourse on risk s related to software development projects

[1,7,17,27,29,40,46,47]. The high rate of systems development

project failure has been, and still is, one of the central risk s[48,4 9]

associated with IS practice [41].

Lyytinen et al. [27] conducted an extensive overview of different

risk management approaches dealing with four areas of sof tware

development project risk s; soft ware risk s, implementation risks,

project portfolio risk s, and requirement risks. Each of these cate-

gories now encompass a richness of theories, tactics and views of

risk and risk management, from technical approaches focusing on

risks related to the hard- and software (e.g. Ref. ), to managerial[7]
approaches focusing on risk management processes and behav-

ioural aspects (e.g. Refs. ). The levels of analysis range from[28,50]

the project (e.g. [51]) to the organization (e.g. Ref. ) and includes[12]

the inter-organizational, especially in terms of research on

outsourcing risks (e.g. Refs. ). Other areas of concern in IS[3,5,4,52]

risk research are ERP risks [16,53 56]e , and security risks

[21,38,39,57,58].

As is evident in this rich stream of research, there are a multi-

tude of variations on risk de nitions, but at its core risk is a matterfi

of an effect of uncertainty on objectives (ISO 310 00). Risk is thus“ ”

very much a matter of perspective, where the very thing that

constitutes a risk for one actor can be an opportunity for another,

and simply not matter for a third. Risk management, then, connotes

“the coordinated activities to direct and control an organization

with regard to risk (ISO 310 0 0). As the rst necessary step in risk” fi

management is to identify the something that could occur as a

something that could have an (adverse) effect on a desired outcome

or activity. The aim and knowledge of the one enacting risk man-

agement thus becomes pivotal. The next steps are to assess and

prioritize the identi ed risk, followed by a plan of action to dealfi

with it and nally feeding back to the initial identi cation of thefi fi

risk in order to revise the initial framing of the risk if necessary.

Risk, and risk management, is thus closely related to knowledge.

First, knowledge form the basis for identifying something as a risk .

Second, knowledge govern possible options for risk resolution. In

this respect, risk management can be regarded as inherently pro-

active, as it builds on the idea that risk s need rst to be identi edfi fi

(as something in the future posing a threat). However, in practice,

the risk management loop is not always completed, and the time

between identifying a risk and taking further action can vary

signi cantly. In all steps of the risk management loop, knowledge isfi

key; it guides the identi cation of risk (in relation to the aims), andfi

creates the conditions for (but does not govern) how these can be

addressed.

To date, extant research has paid scant attention to questions

such as how IT risks emerge in the wake of digitization thee

merger of physical and digital components. In spite of it's richness,

Lyytinen et al. argue that it is weakly grounded in theory and[27]

that most research efforts focus exclusively on prede ned sets offi

risks. There is also a clear bias towards research on risks in relation

to sof tware development projects even though IT-related risk s now

extends far beyond these . These views are shared by Ciborra[59]

[60], who further argues that risk research tend to black box the

dynamics of IT-related risk through excessive xation on notions“ fi

of control and equilibrium .”

In fairness, both research on and the practice of risk manage-
ment has been both important and signi cantly successful infi

managing a large number of risk s related to the use of information

technology. Today, through the use of IT risk management models,

we avoid or manage many of the critical and commonly found risk s

with which we have previously struggled. However, for every new

successful risk mitigations, new risks seem to emerge and our

models, techniques and tools continue to fall just a little bit short of

the mark. After roughly 40 years of research, we propose to explore

a different perspective to see if it could complement extant

research in a useful way. Against this backdrop, we propose an

analysis of the risk research in our eld as focusing largely on thefi

ostensive aspect of risk management i.e. the idealized or sche-e

matic form of the process. In this paper we instead argue for

exploring the internal dynamics of IT risks by conceptualizing IT

risk management from a performative perspective [14,34] which

captures the real actions, by real people, in speci c times and“ fi

places (” [15]: 302). We approach the study of IT risk management

in a process industry plant from a performative perspective

building on the assumption that risks are socially constructed [10]
and sociomaterial by nature and build our work on the[25,33]

proposition that some risks are emergent over time. We propose to

address these dynamics by investigating the performative aspects

of risk management as it is played out in the context of

organizations.

3. A performative perspective

It has been demonstrated within the practice-based perspective

on information systems, that technology create the conditions for e

and does not govern people's encounters with technologye

[8,32,61]. Technology allows interpretive exibility , implying that“ fl ”

“for different social groups, the artifact presents itself as essentially

different artifacts ( ; p.76). Orlikowski ( , p.412) underscores” [6] [62]

the discretion of the user as every encounter with technology is“

temporally and contextually provisional, and thus there is, in every

use, always the possibility of a different structure being enacted .”

The concept of practice has been introduced to solve at least two

related theoretical problems. First, it has been used to transcend the

limitations of a representational concept of knowledge and the
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realist epistemology behind it. Second, it has been introduced as a

reaction against social constructivism and to re-establish the sig-

ni cance of material artifacts in the study of human behaviour. Infi

this paper, we draw on the Reckwitz ( : 249) de nition of[63] fi

practice as “routinized types of behviour which consist of several el-

ements, interconnected to one another: forms of bodily activities,

forms of mental activities, things and their use, a background‘ ’

knowledge in the form of understanding, know-how, states of emotion

and motivational knowledge”. Additionally, we position ourselves in

line with works that take a practice-based approach on organizing

(e.g. Refs. [14,64]) which emphasize how speci c and situated ac-fi

tions, interactions, and negotiations shape and re-shape organiza-

tions through the enactment of strategy by practitioners. As such, a

performative approach to risk management is can be de ned asfi

socially constructed through the actions of multiple actors and the

situated practices they draw upon.

4. Case setting and method of analysis

4.1. Research setting

This paper reports on a qualitative study conducted at one of

Europe's largest producers of kraftliner, a kind of paper used to

manufacture high quality corrucated packaging. The P P factory is&

located in Sweden and employs some 60 0 people, of whom

approximately 20 0 are shiftworkers. The factory receives the raw
materials, timber and recycled paper, which in turn are processed

into rst pulp then kraftliner to be shipped to P P's customers,fi &

mainly across Europe.

The role of information technology in the plant has evolved

continuously since the 1980's and today its presence is substan-

tially ubiquitous. Every process concerning the production of

kraftliner is today supported by IT, and the IT infrastructure at the

factory is characterized by a high degree of integration between

components and systems. There are two separate departments at

the plant dealing with the use of IT: the IT department and the

Process IT department. Simply put, the Process IT department focus

on technologies and systems in use at the actual mill, including

control systems, process stations, eld units and remote sensors.fi

The IT department is in charge of information technology use in the

administrative processes such as business systems and EDI stan-

dards. The increased interconnectivity of systems at the plant

means that the borders between the two departments are not al-

ways clear cut.

4.2. Data collection

As this aim of this study is to performative aspects of risk

management as they are played out in the day-to-day operations of

P P, we designed the study in such a way that a useful number of&

different practitioners would be included. In order to generate

relevant data concerning practices and practitioners, we chose to

make observations, conduct qualitative interviews and to organise

a workshop.

In order to generate an initial sense of praxis a total of 5 h of

unstructured observations were carried out in the factory setting.

This helped in the task of identifying practitioners that performed

risk identi cation and risk resolution in the course of their day-to-fi

day work. It was also instrumental in the work with preparing the

thematic interviews, as situated knowledge is an important factor

in being able to navigate the dynamics of the interview situations.

The observations were carried out by the rst author in differentfi

settings at the factory, following the production process from one

end of the factory to the other.

In order to explore the risk management practices at the factory,

and drawing on the idea that the practitioners themselves are the

best source of knowledge regarding this, we conducted eleven

qualitative interviews. Based on the observations and an initial

interview with the IT manager, we identi ed the following keyfi

categories of practitioners at the factory: operators, technicians,

maintenance personnel and project managers. Futhermore, the IT

manager, the Process IT manager and the manager for Maintenance
and Projects were also identi ed as important data sources as theyfi

identi ed and resolved risk as part of their everyday work. Infi

addition we interviewed a representative from P P's main IT&

vendor, IT V, who had intimate knowledge of the operations of P P&

as he now worked closely with them on their operational and

strategic IT issues especially relating to potentials for risk reso-e

lution. He had previously been employed by P P as a member of&

their IT department. Each interview followed a thematic interview

guide how the main risk s identi ed by the practitioners, how riskfi

was identi ed and resolved by them.fi

The interviews were digitally recorded and transcribed. The data

was coded by the rst and second authors, rst individually, andfi fi

then together. The transcribed interviews were coded using

ATLAS.ti. The main codes used were: risk; risk identi cation; riskfi

resolution. For each of these sub-codes were used to identify the

practices accessed by the practitioners e.g. risk resolution wase

broken down into risk assessment, prioritization, negotiation,

alternative resolution option, and decision. For each instance of

risk, risk identi cation and risk resolution, speci c circumstances,fi fi

actors and knowledge (including where knowledge was located

and how it was accessed) were coded.

4.3. Data analysis

We organized the coded data according to how risks were

identi ed and resolved. Categories were generated based onfi

identifying patterns of practices drawn on by practitioners in car-

rying out risk identi cation and risk resolution. Af ter several iter-fi

ations by the author team, we convereged on three distinct types of

strategies of risk management performed at the factory: proactive;

reactive; and adaptive. Proactive strategies are characterized by an

priori knowledge of risk, and an accessible system of knowledge

throughout the risk resolution process. Reactive strategies

encompass early risk identi cation (based on situated knowledge)fi

in concert with a lack of speci c and pre-de ned risk resolutionfi fi

options. Adaptive epistemic strategies are employed when both

risk identi cation and risk resolution evolve dynamically and arefi

adapted to the particularities of the situation.

5. Results

5.1. Proactive strategies

5.1.1. Planned maintenance

Continuous production is paramount to P P as the cost of&

halting production is very high. This means minimizing stoppage

time is an essential aim for the organization. This poses a challenge

for conducting maintenance processes. In addition to a monthly

one day planned maintenance stop there is a yearly ve-day periodfi

when larger maintenance and project work that require production

stoppage can be conducted. These maintenance windows are

minutely planned and only high priority tasks and activities are

conducted.

5.1.2. Infrastructure evolution

IT-vendors and the information technology industry develop

new tools and systems at an increasing rate, products they want to

sell. Spare parts go out of production and stock, education and
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support are hard to come by if you use old systems and technolo-

gies. P P strive for control and infrastructural equilibrium and the& 

tactics employed aim at upgrading only when necessary, and

making a huge effort in integrating the new part as seamlessly as

possible. This often means that new functionality offered by the

upgraded part, or system, is not put to use.

“Experiments can be carried out on machines which can be at a
stand still for ve hours without any consequences. Five hours herefi

cost too much” (Process IT manager)

5.1.3. Knowledge access
The competence needed to conduct maintenance, replacing

components and systems or handling unexpected situations are in

part to be found at the IT-vendors. In the case of P P it is very&

important that people with the right kind of knowledge are located

in the vicinity, because the cost of a stand-still is quite high and

many problems require that experts are present at the mill.

Therefore they have opted to as much as possible keep this kind of

competence in the organization.

They cannot cover all bases, so it is important for them to co-

ordinate their efforts with people from their IT-vendors, especially

when time is a critical factor. This means that besides from knowing

where to turn for help in a certain situation, it is important to

establish areas of responsibility between P P and their vendors.&

5.1.4. Hazards and security issues

Falling within the scope of plant risk management, P&P have

addressed issues of physical hazards such as ooding or re in e.g.fl fi

server rooms, by formulating plans of action in such cases. Data

recovery measures in case of, for example, hard drive failures are in

place and back-up systems to the most vital components are up an

running.

“This is something we are very good at. I mean, we have been doing

this for a long time now, and we've been on top of these issues for

quite a while.” (Process IT manager)

5.2. Reactive strategies

5.2.1. Systems longevity and spare parts

There are a number of IT-based systems in use at the factory,

with different life spans both expected and actual. Discrepanciese

between the expected and acual life span of a system is a source of

risk for P P. Their process station system is a case in point. There&

are about 60 Contronic P process stations in use at the factory today,

regulating the production process. In terms of functionality and

integration in the plant's infrastructure they work well and the

practitioners know the system intimately and are satis ed with it.fi

However, Contronic P is no longer on the market and spare parts are

not manufactured anymore. The important role of the process

stations and the rapidly dwindling stock of P P's spare parts for&

Contronic P stations is problematic. As the life expectancy for this

system was longer when P P invested in it, the pace of process&

station replacement for more modern ones has been moderate - at

six per year. Faced with a situation with no available spare parts

P P salvage what they can from the six stations they replace every&

year, however there is no way of knowing if the salvaged parts will

work. In addition, system replacement is constrained by other

factors. As the Projects and Mainenance manager puts it:

“The big risk I can see today is that if we have a major disturbance,

resulting in the malfunction of three or four process stations …we

can't handle a situation like that because we cannot buy enough

spare parts to get them up and running again. That means we have

to replace them with newer models. An unplanned change like this

would require several months of programming activities because

the software in newer process station models aren't compatible

with the old … this is a major risk” … . and even though we are“

aware of this, even if we were to get enough money to buy all new
process stations, we wouldn't be able to do it because there aren't

enough people with the right engineering knowledge available. To

replace the hardware is much less of a problem, the major issue is

con guring the software[fi …]Looking at the shorter life span of

systems, and the rate at which we are able to replace old ones,

before we have replaced all of our Contronic P stations, the new

system will be obsolete, and we're back in the same situation

again” (Project and Maintenance manager)

5.2.2. Operational maintenance

As described above, he window of opportunity to perform

maintenance is narrow, especially when it concerns testing.

Throughout the year maintenance activities primarily focus on

ensuring that the production process runs, solving occurring break

downs. During this work maintenace personnel identify a large

number of issues that they would like to address, but are not critical

for continuous production. These issues end up on the things we“

should do something about -list. Items on this list are seldom”

prioritized enough to warrant a spot on the planned maintenance

schedule.

5.2.3. Infrastructure heterogeneity

The heterogeneity and integrated character of P P's infra-&

structure is consequential for maintenance and changes as the

integration of new components is challenging. Any new parts must

be con gured to be compatible with what's already in place, whichsfi

e.g. makes a seemingly simple thing like indexing dif cult by thefi

sheer volume of items to be indexed. As a consequence, even

standardized products are challenging to implement. P P tends to&

con gure new parts to mimic the one being replaced, regardless offi

the functionality the new part affords.

We cannot afford to experiment. We are supposed to be conser-

vative with regards to functionality because production is what

matters” (Process IT manager).

5.2.4. Knowledge management

An important challenge for P P is to be found in how they&

manage the knowledge base. Today, a key factor for managing

everyday problems and risks in the production process is the

experience and knowledge of the work force. The personnel turn-

over at P P has been low and most of them have worked at the&

factory for over 20 years. They know each other well and work

together well, which in many ways is bene cial for P P. However, itfi &

also hampers change. Relationships, attitudes and practices are

cemented, often shared and deeply rooted. New perspectives and

ideas that challenge the equilibrium can be dif cult to implement.fi

When new technology is proposed and implemented there is a

tendency to use it the same way as the previous technology.

Within a decade, the bulk of the work force will have been

replaced and, lest they want to lose it, P P needs to nd ways to& fi

recognize relevant knowledge amongst their employees, and then

devise ways of either formalizing it or make it transferable in other

ways (e.g. through trainee programs). Some of the knowledge is

tacit, making it dif cult to spot, let alone formalize.fi
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Looking at the work performed by operators, technicians and

maintenance personnel it is clear that they perform complex,

demanding tasks that basically corresponds to descriptions of work

typically performed by engineers. Recruiting people with the

desired skill and not too high demands on wages will also be an

issue.

Another risk issue is the dependency on key individuals. The
production of kraftliner at the mill has doubled since the mid-

eighties but at the same time the number of employees has been

reduced by approximately 30%. The demands and responsibilities

on operators, technicians etc. grow as layers of middle management

are being removed. The foremen were removed from the mill in the

nineties, now (in the 20 0 0s) the production planners will disap-

pear. Coupled with the idiosynchracies of the infrastructure, it

means that replacing people becomes increasingly dif cult, and thefi

demands on those who are available are raised. This certainly

narrows P P&
0 s room to maneuver, and should be considered a risk.

“For instance, just before coming here I spoke to the manager of

another division here at P P. One of my guys has put in for a&

transfer within the organization, with better hours and less time on

call. So, this other manager, under whom my guy will work, asked

me when I'm willing to let the transfer go through. If I were to

answer truthfully I'd say in about two years , because that's how“ ”

long I reckon it will before we have a fully trained replacement for

this guy …. If he leaves in three months, then we have to cancel a

majormaintenance project, becausewe can't replace him”(Process
IT manager).

5.2.5. Project timeframes

Under usual circumstances IT projects are often high-cost en-

deavours. For P P the costs are even higher as most major IT&

projects maintenance or new system implementations involvee e

extraordinary amounts of testing and planning that goes into

ensuring minimal production process disturbances. For these kinds

of projects, the timeframe from initial plan to implementation is

often in the region of twelve to eighteen months. With any major

project, the IT or Process IT department makes an initial plan and

then apply for funding from upper management and once the go

ahead is given the project can start. Recently, however, the decision

from upper management has tended to come later in the process,

thus shortening the time available for testing. As a result, testing is

not as comprehensive and the risks of unforseen effects higher. In

addition, P P becomes even more dependant on a few key&

personnel with suf cient knowledge about both the new technol-fi

ogy and the intricacies of the installed base.

5.2.6. Path dependency

The pace of technological development has increased since the

80's when the digitalization of the factory began, and the IT market

has changed from many smaller vendors to a few dominant ones. IT

systems, products and parts are standardized to a much higher

degree today, and development and production of hardware, e.g.

spare parts, has moved from the IT vendors to third-party

operations.

This has been cosequential for P P as they have quite a few&

legacy systems as part of their infrastructure, such as Contronic P,

that impacts their range of options when it comes to new in-

vestments and potential changes. Systems in the 80's tended to be

uniqe and tailor made for the organization in question, and as a

result P P's infrastructure is far from standardized and homoge-&

nous. As such, it hampers the range of viable options P P has in&

terms of implementing new functionality or, indeed, bene tingfi

from shared standards. All changes to the infrastructure need to be

carefully adapted and con gured to maintain equilibrium, makingfi

major changes increasingly dif cult and costly. By strategic choice,fi

P P are tied to one IT vendor, IT V, in order to increase the condi-&

tions for long term sustainability of their infrastructure and to

secure access to relevant and timely expertise. However, even

within the portfolio of a single vendor things tend to change.

“We decided to invest in a certain control system sold by ITV

because it was compatible with Contronic P. Three years later,

whenwe replaced the old system in one of our operator rooms, they

told us that they'd decided to focus on another of their systems

instead andwouldn't support the onewe bought. Nowwe can't ndfi

people any closer than Germany that know anything useful about

this system, andwe ended up sending people there to make surewe

have this kind of competency in our own organization. If we'dmade

a different choice three years ago things would have been rather

different. So what do we do now? We've invested a lot in this

system, and the cost of going back and doing it all over againwould

be huge” (Process IT manager)

Had P P decided on the other control system within the IT V&

product family, things would have been rather different. Now they

are faced with yet again having to seriously consider changing

technological direction, at a large cost: a path dependent

consequence.

5.3. Adaptive strategies

Collaborative problem solving is essential for P P in both&

detecting and solving problems. The integrated nature of the pro-

duction process means that the whole process is effected when a

breakdown occurs somwhere. Through instant, and of ten informal,

communication, operators at different parts of the process coor-

dinate their actions in order to avoid a complete production stop.

Usually, this entails creating buffers and adjusting the speed of e.g.

paper machines until the problem is solved and the process can

ease back into normal speed. It is made possible by the shared

knowledge about the process and it's technologies.

“Let's say the boiler isn't working properly, that there's some kind of

problem there, then they'll give us a call and we'll slow the ofpace

the paper machine to make the pulp already in the system last as

long as possible. This buys the boiler operators time to x what-fi

ever's wrong. A lot of us have been here a long time, we know each

other, and most of us haveworked on different parts of the process
before, so we know how to adjust the production when there's a

problemwithout stopping it. That is really the last resort, because it

takes a lot of time to start up again.” (Paper machine operator)

While operators are stationary at different parts of the factory,

technicians work in small mobile teams operating throughout the

factory. Moving between their speci c assignments for the day,fi

they keep themselves and others updated by checking in with

stationary personnel. As such, they also play an important role in

maintaing the social bonds that help facilitate the collaborative

efforts.

5.3.1. Data representation

The rationale for contemporary control systems is the clear and

reliable representation of relevant process data. In addition, it af-

fords decision support in the form of built in warnings and alarms

triggered by input from a large number of sensors measuring e.g.

temperature changes. As a result, operators work in an environ-

ment lled with detailed information about the current status andfi
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trends of the process. Ironically, the level of detail makes it dif cultfi

for operators to get a quick overview of the process as a whole.

Experienced operators regurlarly use their senses of smell, hearing

and touch to assess the process, and as an early warning system to

detect slight changes in e.g. how a paper machine is performing.

This knowledge is largely tacit and comes as a result of long

experience and familiarity with the environment. As such, it is
dif cult to measure or successfully represent in a control system.fi

6. Discussion

In the present study, we aimed to uncover perfomative aspects

of risk management in the day-to-day operations of the paper and

pulp factory. We will next discuss how our ndings are corrobo-fi

rated by the current IT risk management literature and, in turn, how

our ndings enrich it.fi

We categorized the risk management practices enacted ac-

cording to the different strategies employed by practitioners at

P P: proactive, reactive, and adaptive.&

The strategies hinged on the possibility to generateproactive

relevant knowledge in advance, both in terms of riska priori

identi cation and the subsequent risk resolution options taken tofi

mitigate these risks. In the case of P P this implied in-house access&

to relevant knowledge. The risks are also clearly identi ed andfi

delimited in scope. By identifying clearly de ned risk s andfi

regarding them as possible to mitigate with resources and knowl-
edge within the scope of P P's control this approach was suc-&

cessfully employed to manage certain kinds of risks.

The examination of the risk management practices at P P&

revealed that a signi cant part of these can be characterized asfi

reactive in the sense that although risk factors were identi edfi

where there were no plans for how to deal with them when and if

they became a reality. The management of these risks can be

characterized as emergency measures taken after the fact. The‘ ’

resources available for conducting these actions were constrained

by the situation at hand. The knowledge needed for the successful

management of these risk s was limited to what resources could be

accessed locally. Our analysis of how the routinized types of

behaviour by practitioners showed a lack of communication be-

tween functions and levels at P P as well as a lack of collaboration&

with outside actors who possessed knowledge and resources

relevant for the management of these risk s. Common to the risks

reactively managed at P P was a lack of ability to identify and&

access the knowledge needed.

The third type of strategy uncovered in this case study is
adaptive. It is characterized by continuous monitoring of the situ-

ation, boundary spanning and situated generation of relevant

knowledge. As the situation evolved and unfolded, the practitioners

carried out a re ective conversation with the situation (Sch“ fl ”

€on,

1983), thus continuously generating knowledge. In these practices,

the knowledge needed to manage risks was found in different

systems of knowledge, both within the organization and outside it.

The combination of knowledge to manage risks was typically made

up collaboratively, drawing on knowledge across functions, levels

and organizational borders.

Local knowledge was found to be necessary for all strategies

(particularities, idiosyncrasies), but the need for exible combina-fl

tions of knowledge, and the ability to draw on external knowledge

increased in relation to the adaptive type. The adaptive type

required that new systems of knowledge need to be identi ed,fi

assessed and accessed. The knowledge needed to manage risks

associated with these evolving information infrastructure issues

was increasingly found and generated across functions, levels and

organizations.

The strategies employed in risk identi cation depended onfi

whether the risks were known or not, i.e. pre-conceivable ora priori

emergent risks. The IT-triggered risks became increasingly emer-

gent as the factory went through a digitization process, and as a

consequence necessitated adopting adaptivity in the strategies

involved in risk identi cation.fi

Risk resolution practices were independent of the ones per-

formed in risk identi cation. They were rather a consequence of thefi

local, social and situated knowledge invested in the practices of P &

P. This knowledge was either enough to take to decide on and take

risk actions, or it was not. The knowledge was unknown - either in

the sense that the practitioners had no readily available way of

accessing a suf cient system of knowledge, or in the sense that theyfi

did not know which kind of knowledge would allow them to take

ef cient risk management measures.fi

Putting together these dimensions or risk identi cation and riskfi

resolution, we arrive at a matrix depicting four distinct kinds of

possible risk management approaches (see below). AdoptingFig 1

the vocabulary of (Deetz, 1996); we refer to these as discourses to

highlight the blurred boundaries between them.

Understood like this they re ect the content of Rumsfeld'sfl

statement. The proactive discourse concerns the known-knowns“ ”

of risk management. The risks are pre-conceived as are the risk

resolution options with which to address them. It is in this

discourse we nd the literature on risk in IS concerned withfi

establishing checklists and prescribing risk management methods.

These have been, and are, instrumental in our efforts to manage the
known-knowns of risk. As a result of both research and practice we

can see how we today successfully manage risks that were previ-

ously dif cult to deal with.fi

The reactive discourse encompasses the known-unknowns of“ ”

risk management, where risks are identi ed but the risk resolutionfi

options are unknown. Risk literature on contingency approaches, as

well as literature on emergency actions makes up this discourse.

Contingency approaches to risk (e.g. Refs. ) belong to this[2,65]

discourse despite their focus on adaptive behaviour by risk man-

agers, as the adaptivity in contingency approaches deal with risk

identi cation rather than subsequent risk resolution options. Bothfi

these streams of research build on an instrumental notion of risk,

where risk once identi ed can be managed by applying riske fi e

management heuristics. These approaches have been particurlarly

helpful in focusing the attention of practitioners towards contex-

tual factors in e.g. IT projects and to increase the possibility of swift

responses once a certain risk can be identi ed.fi

Rumsfeld's missing quadrant - The adaptive discourse, the

“ ”unknown knowns , concerns situations where risk is emergent,
and subsequently dealt with drawing on (internal or external)

systems of knowledge accessible at the time. This has to an extent

been addressed by the work on risk in information infrastructure

Fig. 1. Risk management discourses.
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theory, building on Beck's notion of risk to explore the emergence

of risk and side-effects in contemporary organizations. These are

situations where suf cient knowledege to deal resolve a risk situ-fi

ation can be accessed within the organization or network, but has it

has not been used to identify risk. Our study shows how P P&

increasingly draw on these kind of strategies to cope with emergent

risks.
The re exive discourse, the unknown unknowns concern sit-fl “ ”

uations where both risk identi cation, and risk resolution optionsfi

are unknown. To identify and solve these kinds of risks entails

re exivity in terms of the operational aims as well as potentiallyfl

useful systems of knowledge. This is not covered by extant litera-

ture on risk in IS research. Looking at the risk s and risk manage-

ment practices at P P, we saw a situation where successful&

management of operational risk generated and diffused strategic

risk, as the epistemic strategies in place at P P are built around in-&

house access to relevant knowledge systems which in turne

threatened the long term sustainability of their production process

con guration.fi

The gure thus reveals that research on risk in IS research coverfi

the top two discourses, while leaving the bottom two basically

untouched. This is problematic as IT-triggered risks are increasingly

emergent. Understanding risk management from a practice

perspective, then, reveals severe limitations in a checklist approach.

The literature on risk and risk management in IS research is heavily

biased towards an instrumental view of risk. The checklist approach
is an extension of such a view and furthermore builds on the idea

that risk can be properly identi ed and then mitigated with the usefi 

of appropriate action strategies. However, as information technol-

ogy and the use of IT has evolved, new risks appear. Side-effects,

unintended consequences and paradoxes increase as the infra-

structural character of information technology, and its use, grow

stronger. Thus the conditions for risk management changes.

7. Conclusions

In this paper we approached risk management at P P from a&

performative perspective, where we explored how risk manage-

ment strategies whether they were proactive, reactive, ande

adaptive tended to create risk s rather than attending to them bye

addressing IT risk s in a very narrow sense. Different types of risk

demand different risk management strategies, and what e.g. work s

for known-knowns will not work for any other type of risk. As such,

the discourses identi ed in this paper are complementary. Thefi

sociomaterial nature of technology and increased digitalization

seems to lead towards a clear trend of risks becoming increasingly

unknown-unknowns and unknown-knowns. Therefore, contem-

porary organizations need to develop adaptive and re exive ca-fl

pabilities in order to cope.
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